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1200 percent profit Forex Trding System This is a universal Expert Advisor for trading with any currency

pair or securities on Forex. Expert Advisor is distinguished by stable income and may trade at any time

interval. Stable income more than 1200 for the 1st year (verified). A bit risky are unpredictable price

flare-ups at 500-2000 and more points in the wrong direction, what may happen at economic crash of the

country, war, major terroristic acts, etc. But this happens rarely (once in 2 years). One may learn about

this from TV beforehand and suspend the work of the advisor for a week or less. earns 300$ per month

from deposit and 1500$ by lot=0.01. With further increase of the lot size Expert Advisor will earn more

and more. I do not recommend to trade prior to big news. here is what you will get after purchse 1 x EA

Universal e3.11 (mq4, ex4) 1 x BONUS: The ebook STEP BY STEP: Backtesting and optimizing Expert

Advisors for MetaTrader 4.0 (file type .mht and .pdf ). On what period does the Expert Advisor work? M5,

M15, M30, H1. Where may I use it? Everywhere. The trading is profitable on Forex stock exchange,

trading securities, gold, even beans. I trade on Forex. (My favorite currency pairs on forex: EUR/USD and

GBP/USD). What platform does it work on? MetaTrader 4.0 (MT4) My broker is having 5 digits. Will the

Expert Advisor work with them? Yes. The Expert Advisor works with any number of digits. My broker has
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a different time zone. Will the Expert Advisor work with them? Yes. The Expert Advisor works with any

time zone. Is there anything else that i will need to buy besides this? Is this robot easy to use? Expert

Advisor is fully optimized and ready to work Will your software work with any broker? You can use any

broker with MT4 support. (My favorite broker is Alpari).
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